General Education Requirements (34 credits)
Students must complete English, Mathematics, and Speech requirements during the first 48 credit hours.

**ACADEMIC FOUNDATIONS**
- Writing: (6 cr - 2 courses)
- Quantitative Reasoning: (3 cr)
- Speaking: (3 cr)

**DISCIPLINARY AREAS**
- Arts/Humanities: (9 cr - 3 courses)
- Social Sciences: (6 cr - 2 courses)
- Natural Sciences: (7 cr - 2 courses)

**TAGS** (one class each)
- Critical Thinking (CT)
- Complex Systems (CS)
- Domestic Diversity (DD)
- Global Diversity (GD)

**College of Arts & Sciences Requirements**
300/400 Upper Division Requirement: (40 cr)

**Business Cognate (9 credits)**
Nine credits to be selected from the following business minors:
- Entrepreneurship
- Business Administration for Non-Business Majors
- Pre-MBA for Non-Business Majors
- Sales Management
- Consumer Marketing

**Dance Requirements**
Ballet Technique (14 credits with one semester of Ballet V)
- 79xx:xxx Ballet (2-3 cr)
- 79xx:xxx Ballet (2-3 cr)
- 7920:122 Ballet V (4 cr)
- 7920:122 Ballet V (4 cr)

Modern Technique
- 79xx:xxx Modern (2-3 cr)
- 79xx:xxx Modern (2-3 cr)
- 79xx:xxx Modern (2-3 cr)
- 7920:228 Modern V (3 cr)

**Jazz and Tap**
- 7900:130 Jazz I (2 cr)
- 7900:230 Jazz II (2 cr)
- 7900:144 Tap I (2 cr)
- 7900:145 Tap II

**Somatics, World Dance, and Other**
- 7915:xxx Dance Somatics (1 cr)
- 7915:xxx Dance Somatics (1 cr)
- 7915:111 Topics in World Dance (1 cr)
- 7915:111 Topics in World Dance (1 cr)
- 7920:333 Partnering (2 cr)
- 7900:150 Ballroom Dance (1 cr)

**Dance Lecture Courses**
- 7900:103 Dance Orientation (0 cr)
- 7910:201 Freshman Jury (0 cr)
- 7900:115 Dance as an Art Form (2 cr)
- 7920:116 Physical Analysis for Dance I (2 cr)
- 7920:117 Physical Analysis for Dance II (2 cr)
- 7920:274 Digital Technology for Dance (3 cr)
- 7920:361 Learning Theory for Dance (2)
- 7920:362 Instructional Strategies for Dance (2 cr)
- 7920:445 Dance Philosophy and Criticism (3 cr)
- 7920:320 Movement Fundamentals (2 cr) OR
- 7920:321 Rhythmic Analysis (2 cr)
- 7920:471 Senior Seminar (1 cr)
- 7920:432 History of Ballet (2 cr)
- 7920:433 Dance History: 20th Century (2 cr)
- 7920:316 Choreography I (2 cr)
- 7920:317 Choreography II (2 cr)

**Dance Organizations (5 credits minimum)**
- 7910:112 Dance Production Ensemble (1 cr)
- 7910:111 Touring Ensemble (2 cr); two semesters
- 7910:xxx (1 cr)
- 7910:xxx (1 cr)
- 7910:xxx (1 cr)

**121 Credit Minimum**